Cookie Policy
We use cookies to enhance your experience with us. Cookies give us an understanding for
how our web service is being used and helps us with development and improvements.
cookies are passive text files that are stored in the internet browser on your device such as
your computer, mobile phone or tablet, when you are using our services. See also our
Privacy Policy regarding the handling of your personal information. Your browser or device
will usually allow you to change the settings for the usage and extent of cookies, as well as
for cookies currently being stored. Please see your browser or device reference information
to understand how to adjust your settings.
_tt_session - Strictly Necessary
We use it to keep the context of a user (e.g. keep them logged in).
cid - Strictly Necessary
We use it for identifying candidates in our chat so that you can resume conversation after
leaving the jobsite or careersite page.
referrer - Targeting Cookies
We use it to identify the address of the webpage that is linked to us.
cookieconsent_dismissed - Performance
We use it to not show you the cookie consent bar once you accept it.
ti - Performance
We use it to know which pages a visitor is browsing on.
Cookies used by our service providers
We use the following service providers to analyse the use of the Services. Each service
provider gathers information about the Services by means of cookies and this information is
used to create reports with usage information. You can find information about the service
providers’ privacy policies and practices at the URLs below.
Google Analytics - Performance
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/6004245
Doubleclick - Targeting
https://support.google.com/dfp_premium/answer/2839090?hl=en

Strictly Necessary

These cookies are essential in order to enable you to move around the website and use its
features, such as accessing secure areas of the website. Without these cookies,services such
as shopping baskets and e-billing cannot be provided.
Performance Cookies
These cookies collect information about how visitors use a website, for instance which pages
visitors go to most often, and if they get error messages from web pages. These cookies
don’t collect information that identifies a visitor. All the information these cookies collect is
aggregated and therefore anonymous. It is only used to improve how a website works.
Functionality Cookies
These cookies allow the website to remember choices you make (such as your user name,
language or the region you are in) and provide enhanced, more personal features. For
instance, a website may be able to provide you with local weather reports or traffic news by
storing in a cookie the region in which you are currently located. These cookies can also be
used to remember changes you have made to text size, fonts and other parts of web pages
that you can customise. They may also be used to provide services you have asked for such
as watching a video or commenting on a blog. The information these cookies collect may be
anonymised and they cannot track your browsing activity on other websites.
Targeting Cookies
These cookies are used to deliver adverts more relevant to you and your interests. They are
also used to limit the number of times you see an advertisement as well as helping measure
the effectiveness of the advertising campaign. They are usually placed by advertising
networks with the website operator’s permission. They remember that you have visited a
website and this information is shared with other organisations such as advertisers. Quite
often targeting or advertising cookies will be linked to site functionality provided by the
other organisation.
https://cookiepedia.co.uk/classify-cookies
Contact Us
JIGGR is responsible for processing your personal information as above, and fully complies
with applicable data protection rules.
If you have any question, please contact us hello@jiggr.co

